
 
 

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP 
 

 
 

Qualifications  

 Institutional Members are comprised of the granting, community development, or giving advisory arms of 
universities and colleges, non-for-profit businesses and organizations, distinct corporate sectors, and state or 
government entities.   

 

Advantages  

 Purposeful, focused convenings that foster and encourage collaborative action 

 Expertise in national philanthropic and philanthropy-adjacent practices and trends 

 Philanthropic consultative services and grant-matching support 

 A channel through which Institutional Members can actively highlight news and opportunities 

 

Benefits  

 A curated slate of original programming, including panels, interactive learning sessions, and presentations by both 
local and national philanthropic leaders 

 The Philanthropy Insider e-newsletter, featuring - 
 The latest philanthropy and philanthropy-adjacent news and trends from proprietary publications and 

journals 
 Reporting on Delaware and Member grantmaking and news 
 Upcoming programming 

 Coming soon: Informative, thought-provoking blogs authored by local and national professionals 

 Search-level access to Share Delaware, the state’s first comprehensive database clearinghouse of nonprofits and 
their programs  

 Two custom-generated reports annually from each of the following Philanthropy Delaware proprietary tools - 
 Share Delaware, the state’s first comprehensive database clearinghouse of nonprofits and their programs 
 Get on the Map, a tool delivering up-to-date grantmaking data critical to understanding the funding 

landscape in Delaware 

 Coming soon: One custom-generated report from Policy Maps, a resource for generating data using indicators from 
hundreds of sources including demographics, income, housing, health, and more 

 Dedicated online spaces for  - 
 Grant/RFP opportunities  
 Philanthropic and nonprofit job openings 
 Member-exclusive Philanthropy reporting and local and Member updates 
 Our original and partner programming, along with other sector learning opportunities and events 

 Reduced registration rates and special sponsorship advantages for Philanthropy Delaware events 

 
Qualified Institutional Members may advance to a Philanthropic Membership  

and its associated benefits with approval from Philanthropy Delaware. 

 

Become a Member today at www.philanthropydelaware.org. 

http://www.philanthropydelaware.org/

